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If p is an odd prime, then denote by F
p
the "eld with p elements. We prove that
a certain "vefold is modular in the sense that for every odd p, the number of its points
over F
p
is predicted explicitly by the pth coe$cient of the Fourier expansion of the
weight 6 modular form g12(2z). ( 2002 Elsevier Science1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
Recent works (see, for example, [vG-N, L, P-T-vdV, V]) study the relation-
ships between certain smooth projective varieties and modular forms; to "nd
the relation of these varieties to modular forms, the authors use either formal
group methods or a theorem of LivneH [L, Proposition 4.7] which character-
izes certain Galois representations. In this paper we study similar relation-
ships between a certain a$ne variety and a modular form of weight six. The
variety in question is related to a self-product of the Legendre family of
elliptic curves. Therefore Deligne’s work on the Ramanujan conjectures (see
[D], for example) implies (after taking care of desingularization and compac-
ti"cation) that the number of points on the variety involves the Fourier
coe$cients of our modular form. Our approach here is quite di!erent; we use
much more elementary methods to prove our result. One advantage of such
an approach is its avoidance of technical di$culties (which can be quite
formidable); for example, we do not need to make any investigation of the
desingularized completion of our a$ne variety. Another advantage is that we
are able to give a very explicit relationship between an easily de"ned variety
and a modular form.18
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If p is a prime, then let F
p
denote the "eld with p elements, and let N (p) be the
number of F
p
-points on the "vefold. More precisely, de"ne
N(p) :"dG(z, j, x1, x2, x3 , x4)3F6p : z2,
4
<
i/1
x
i
(x
i
!1)(x
i
!j) (mod p)H .
(1.1)
De"ne Dedekind’s eta-function by the in"nite product
g (z) :"q1@24 =<
n/1
(1!qn), q :"e2niz.
Then de"ne integers a (n) by
=
+
n/1
a(n)qn :"g12(2z)"q =<
n/1
(1!q2n)12"q!12q3#54q5!88q7#2.
(1.2)
It is known that g12(2z) is the unique normalized Hecke eigenform in the
space S
6
(!
0
(4)) of weight 6 cuspforms on the congruence subgroup !
0
(4).
The main result in this paper is the following.
THEOREM 1. If p is an odd prime, then let N (p) and a (p) be de,ned by (1.1)
and (1.2). „hen we have
a(p)"p5#2p3!4p2!9p!1!N(p).
Theorem 1 yields several corollaries regarding the numbers N(p). Denote
by r
12
(n) the number of representations of a non-negative integer n as a sum
of 12 squares.
COROLLARY 1. For every odd prime p, we have
N (p)"3
2
p5#2p3!4p2!9p!1
2
!r12 (p)
16
.
20 SCOTT AHLGRENWe are also able to obtain some interesting congruences for the N (p).
COROLLARY 2. If p is an odd prime, then
N (p),G
2p3!4p2!9p!2 (mod 512) if pI3 (mod 8),
2p3!4p2!9p!2 (mod 256) if p,3 (mod 8).
COROLLARY 3. If pO3 is an odd prime, then N(p),!p (mod 3).
COROLLARY 4. If pO11 is an odd prime, then
N(p),G
2p3!4p2!9p!2 (mod 11) if (p/11)"!1 or
p"x2#11y2 for some x and y,
2p3!4p2!9p#1 (mod 11) otherwise.
For a complete description of which primes p can be written as
p"x2#11y2, see [H-W].
In order to prove Theorem 1, we adapt a method used in [A-O] to study
the modularity of a Calabi}Yau threefold. We "rst obtain an expression for
N(p) in terms of elliptic curves over F
p
. Using work of Schoof, we can rewrite
this expression in terms of orders in imaginary quadratic "elds. We are then
able to show that the last expression agrees with the Eichler}Selberg trace
formula giving the value of the trace of the Hecke operator „(p) on the space
S
6
(!
0
(4)). This space is one-dimensional; therefore the trace of „(p) is in fact
equal to a(p), and Theorem 1 follows.
2. A FORMULA FOR N(p) IN TERMS OF ELLIPTIC CURVES
We begin with some preliminaries on elliptic curves. If jO0, 1, then let
E(j) denote the Legendre normal form elliptic curve
E (j) : y2"x (x!1)(x!j).(2.1)
If p is a prime, then denote by /
p
the Legendre symbol modulo p; in fact we
will write / for /
p
since p will be "xed. If p is prime and j3F
p
CM0, 1N, then
de"ne N(p, j) and a (p, j) by
N (p, j) :"1#dM(x, y)3F2
p
: y2,x (x!1)(x!j) (mod p)N,(2.2)
a(p, j) :"p#1!N(p, j)"!p~1+
x/0
/ (x (x!1)(x!j)).(2.3)
POINTS OF A CERTAIN FIVEFOLD 21It is known (see, for example, [Si, Chap. V]) that there is an algebraic integer
n(p, j) which lies in an imaginary quadratic "eld and such that
n(p, j)#n (p, j)"a (p, j),(2.4)
n(p, j)n (p, j)"p.(2.5)
For the remainder, let F (x, y) denote the polynomial
F (x, y) :"x5!y5
x!y "x4#x3y#x2y2#xy3#y4.(2.6)
The main result in this section gives a formula for N(p) in terms of the curves
E(j).
THEOREM 2. If p is an odd prime, then
p5#2p3!4p2!9p!1!N(p)"!3!p~1+
j/2
F (n (p, j), n(p, j)).(2.7)
We devote the remainder of the section to the proof. First notice that
N(p)" +
j,x1,x2,x3,x4|Fp G 1#/A
4
<
i/1
x
i
(x
i
!1)(x
i
!j)BH
"p5#p~1+
j/0 G
p~1
+
x/0
/ (x(x!1)(x!j)H
4
(2.8)
"p5#2#p~1+
j/2
a (p, j)4.
Using the relations (2.3)} (2.6) and writing n"n (p, j), nN "n(p, j) for simpli-
city, we obtain
F (n(p, j), n (p, j))"n4#n3nN #n2nN 2#nnN 3#nN 4
"(n#nN )4!3p (n#nN )2#p2(2.9)
"a(p, j)4!3p ) a (p, j)2#p2.
22 SCOTT AHLGRENCombining (2.8) and (2.9), we "nd that
p5#2p3!4p2!9p!1!N (p)"3p3!6p2!9p!3!p~1+
j/2
F (n(p, j), n (p, j))
!3p p~1+
j/2
a (p, j)2.
Therefore, to prove Theorem 2 we need only to establish the following.
LEMMA 2.1. ‚et p be an odd prime. „hen with all notation as above we have
p~1
+
j/2
a (p, j)2"p2!2p!3.
Proof. Unless otherwise noted, our sums will run over all elements of F
p
.
We shall require the following basic fact:
+
x
/(x2#ax)"+
x
/ (x2#a)"G
!1 if aO0,
p!1 if a"0.(2.10)
By (2.3) we see that
p~1
+
j/2
a(p, j)2"!2#+
j A+x /(x (x!1)(x!j)B
2
"!2#+
x
+
y
/ (x2!x)/ (y2!y) +
j
/ (j2!(x#y)j#xy).
(2.11)
Replacing j by j#(x#y)/2 and using (2.10), we "nd that the inner sum is
equal to p!1 if x"y, and to !1 in all other cases. Therefore (2.11) together
with (2.10) gives
p~1
+
j/2
a (p, j)2"!2!+
x
/(x2!x) +
yOx
/ (y2!y)#(p!1) +
x
/ (x2!x)2
"!2!+
x
/(x2!x)M!1!/(x2!x)N#(p!1)(p!2)
"!3#p (p!2).
The lemma and the theorem follow. j
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QUADRATIC ORDERS
In this section we decompose the expression in Theorem 2 according to
F
p
-isomorphism classes of the curves E (j). A result of Schoof which counts
such classes then allows us to rewrite this expression in terms of orders in
imaginary quadratic "elds. We "rst require several lemmas on the curves
E(j). The following basic facts can be found, for example, in [Si, Proposition
III.1.7].
LEMMA 3.1. ‚et K be a ,eld with char(K)O2.
(1) Every elliptic curve E/K is isomorphic over KM to an elliptic curve E(j)
with j3KM CM0, 1N.
(2) If jO0, 1, then the j-invariant of E(j) is
j (E(j))"28 ) (j2!j#1)3
j2(j!1)2 .
(3) „he only j for which j(E (j))"1728 are j"2,!1, and 1
2
.
(4) „he only j for which j(E (j))"0 are j"(1$J!3)/2.
(5) For every jO0 or 1728, the map jPj(E (j)) is six to one. In particular,
we have
S (j) :"Gj,
1
j
, 1!j, 1
1!j ,
j
j!1 ,
j!1
j HPj (E(j)).
For j3F
p
CM0, 1N, de"ne
C(j) :"ME(j@ )Nj{|S(j) . (3.1)
If E (j@) is isomorphic to E (j) over F
p
, then j(E (j@))"j (E(j)), whence
E(j@)3C(j) (as we shall see below, E (j@ )3C(j) implies only that E (j@) is
isomorphic to E (j) over a quadratic extension of F
p
). Notice that C(j) has
6 elements unless j is one of the exceptional numbers given in Lemma 3.1; in
the latter cases C(j) has either three or two elements. Finally, given a curve
E(j) and a3F]
p
, de"ne
Ea(j) : y2"ax(x!1)(x!j).
We require two lemmas.
LEMMA 3.2. If j3F
p
CM0, 1N, then the group of F
p
-points of E(j) contains the
subgroup Z/2Z]Z/2Z. Moreover, let E be an elliptic curve whose group of
24 SCOTT AHLGRENF
p
-points contains the subgroup Z/2Z]Z/2Z. „hen there exist j3F
p
CM0, 1N
and a3F]
p
such that E is isomorphic to Ea(j) over Fp .
Proof. The "rst assertion follows since E (j) clearly has three F
p
-points of
order two. For the second assertion, let E be a curve whose group of F
p
-points
contains Z/2Z]Z/2Z. Since E has three F
p
-points of order 2, it is isomorphic
over F
p
to a curve of the form
y2"x (x!b)(x!c),
where b, c3F]
p
are distinct. Replacing x by (b!c)x#c shows that E is
isomorphic over F
p
to the curve Eb~c (c/(c!b)), and our lemma follows. j
LEMMA 3.3. ‚et a be a ,xed quadratic non-residue modulo p. ‚et
j3F
p
CM0, 1N, and suppose that j@3S(j). „hen E (j@) is isomorphic over F
p
either
to E (j) or to Ea(j). In the second case, we have a (p, j@)"!a(p, j).
Proof. For the "rst assertion, notice that if b is a quadratic residue
modulo p, then Eb(j) is isomorphic to E (j) over Fp . Further, if b and c are
non-residues, then Eb(j) is isomorphic to Ec(j). Straightforward changes of
variables show that
E(1/j) is isomorphic to Ej (j) over Fp ,
E (1!j) is isomorphic to E
~1
(j) over F
p
,
EA
j
j!1B is isomorphic to E1~j(j) over Fp .
The "rst assertion follows easily.
If E (j@ ) is isomorphic to Ea(j), we may conclude that
a (p, j@ )"p#1!dM(x, y)3F2
p
: y2,ax(x!1)(x!j) (mod p)N
"!p~1+
x/0
/(ax (x!1)(x!j))"p~1+
x/0
/ (x(x!1)(x!j)).
This proves the second assertion. j
We require some further notation. If *(0 and *,0, 1 (mod 4), then
denote by O(*) the unique imaginary quadratic order with discriminant *.
Let h(*)"h(O (*)) denote the order of the class group of O(*) and let
POINTS OF A CERTAIN FIVEFOLD 25u(*)"u(O(*)) denote half the number of roots of unity in O (*). Further,
de"ne
H (*) :" +
O-O@-O
.!9
h (O@), H* (*) :" +
O-O@-O
.!9
h (O@ )
u(O@)
,(3.2)
where the sum is over all orders O@ between O and the maximal order O
.!9
.
Notice that H*(*)"H(*) unless O
.!9
"Z[i] or Z[(!1#J!3)/2], and
that in the latter cases only the term corresponding to O
.!9
di!ers (by 1/2 and
2/3 in the respective cases).
Theorem 1 can be checked easily when p"3. We may suppose for the
duration, therefore, that
p55.
If p is such a prime, then an elliptic curve E over F
p
is said to be supersingular
if its group of F
p
-points has order p#1. We recall that if p55, then there
exists a supersingular curve E over F
p
with j"0 (resp. j"1728) if and only if
p,2 (mod 3) (resp. p,3 (mod 4)). Further, if E is not supersingular and has
p#1!s points over F
p
, then the j-invariant of E is 0 (resp. 1728) if and only
if O(s2!4p)-Z[(!1#J!3)/2] (resp. Z[i]). These facts can be found, for
example, in [Sc, Sect. 3].
We require the following results of Schoof.
THEOREM 3 [Sc, (4.8), (4.9), (4.5)]. ‚et p55 be prime.
(1) Suppose that n and s are integers such that s244p, pKs, n2 Dp#1!s,
and n Dp!1. „hen the number of isomorphism classes of elliptic curves over F
p
whose group of F
p
-rational points has order p#1!s and contains
Z/nZ]Z/nZ is H ((s2!4p)/n2 ).
(2) If p,3 (mod 4), then the number of isomorphism classes of elliptic
curves over F
p
which are supersingular at p and whose F
p
-rational points contain
Z/2Z]Z/2Z is h (!p).
If p is an odd prime and s is an integer such that Ds D42Jp, then let x
p
(s)
and y
p
(s) denote the roots of the polynomial
x2!sx#p"0.(3.3)
Using (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), and (3.3), we see that if j3F
p
CM0, 1N has the property
that E (j) has exactly p#1!s points over F
p
, then
Mn(p, j), n (p, j)N"Mx
p
(s), y
p
(s)N. Further, if F is de"ned by (2.6), we note that
F (x
p
(!s), y
p
(!s))"F(x
p
(s), y
p
(s)).(3.4)
26 SCOTT AHLGRENWith notation as above, we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 4. Suppose that p55 is prime. ‚et N(p) be de,ned as in (1.1), and
de,ne
d (p) :"G
0 if p,1 (mod 4),
1 if p,3 (mod 4).(3.5)
„hen
p5#2p3!4p2!9p!1!N(p)
"!3!3d(p)p2h(!p)!6 +
0:s:2Jp
s,p‘1 (.0$4)
H*A
s2!4p
4 B F(xp(s), yp(s)).
We devote the remainder of the section to the proof of Theorem 4. Recall
the de"nition (3.1) of the sets C(j). Lemma 3.3 associates to each set C(j) for
which a (p, j)O0 the two F
p
-isomorphism classes containing E (j) and Ea (j).
Curves in each class contain Z/2Z]Z/2Z and have p#1$s points respec-
tively for some s with 0(s(2Jp and s,p#1 (mod4). Moreover, Lemma
3.2, together with the comments following Lemma 3.1, shows that every
F
p
-isomorphism class "tting this description is associated to a unique setC(j).
Recall that every curve E (j) contains the subgroup Z/2Z]Z/2Z; therefore
the only values of s"a (p, j) which occur in (2.7) are those for which
s,p#1 (mod 4). We must consider several cases. First suppose that
0(s(2Jp, that s,p#1 (mod4), and that O ((s2!4p)/4) /-Z[i],
Z[(!1#J!3)/2] (in this case, there can be neither j"0 nor j"1728
curves with p#1$s points). We consider curves among the E (j) with
p#1$s points. By Theorem 3, there are H((s2!4p)/4) isomorphism classes
of curves with Z/2Z]Z/2Z and p#1!s points. Each corresponds as in
Lemma 3.3 to exactly one set C(j) with 6 elements. Using (3.4), we see that the
contribution to (2.7) corresponding to such s is
6H A
s2!4p
4 BF (xp (s), yp(s))"6H*A
s2!4p
4 BF (xp(s), yp(s)).(3.6)
Next suppose that 0(s(2Jp, that s,p#1 (mod4), and that
O((s2!4p)/4)-Z[i] (it is not hard to see in this case that we must have
p,1 (mod4), and that this s is unique). Again, there are H ((s2!4p)/4)
isomorphism classes of curves with Z/2Z]Z/2Z and p#1!s points. All but
one corresponds to a set C(j) with 6 elements; the last corresponds to the
j"1728 set ME (!1), E (1/2), E (2)N. Recalling that the functions H and H*
POINTS OF A CERTAIN FIVEFOLD 27di!er by 1/2 in this case, we see that the contribution to (2.7) from curves with
p#1$s points is again
6H*A
s2!4p
4 BF (xp (s), yp (s)).(3.7)
Finally suppose that 0(s(2Jp, that s,p#1 (mod4), and that
O((s2!4p)/4)-Z[(!1#J!3)/2] (again, this value of s is unique). All but
one of the isomorphism classes of curves with Z/2Z]Z/2Z and p#1!s
points correspond to a set C(j) of 6 curves; the remaining class corresponds
to the j"0 set ME((1$J!3)/2)N. Since in this case H and H* di!er by 2/3,
we see in this case also that the contribution is the same as in (3.6) and (3.7).
We conclude that Theorem 4 will be proved after we show that the
contribution to (2.7) from those curves E (j) which are supersingular is given
by!3p2h(!p). Notice "rst that the supersingular (i.e., s"0) case can arise
only when p,3 (mod4), and, by our comments preceding Theorem 3, that
the j"0 class cannot be supersingular. By Theorem 3, the number of
isomorphism classes of supersingular curves which contain Z/2Z]Z/2Z is
equal to h(!p). One such class contains the three curves E (!1), E (1/2), E (2).
The other classes pair up as in Lemma 3.3; each pair corresponds as in that
lemma to one of the sets C(j) with jO!1, 1
2
, 2. The proof of Theorem 4 is
complete in view of the fact that F (x
p
(0), y
p
(0))"p2.
4. THE TRACE FORMULA AND THE END OF THE PROOF
If p55 is prime, then let „(p) denote the pth Hecke operator on the space
S
6
(!
0
(4)). In this section we will show that the expression given in Theorem
4 agrees with the value provided by the Trace Formula for the trace of „(p).
Since the space S
6
(!
0
(4)) is one-dimensional (see, for example, [C-O]), we in
fact have Tr„(p)"a(p), and Theorem 1 follows.
We shall "x some notation to be used for the duration. If p is an odd prime
and s is an integer such that s2!4p(0, then we may write
s2!4p"t2D,
where t is a positive integer and D is a fundamental discriminant of an
imaginary quadratic "eld. We shall always use the symbol f to denote
a positive divisor of t. The following theorem results from a simpli"cation of
the trace formula in our special case. We use a version of the trace formula
due to Hijikata [Hi] which is recorded as Theorem 2.2 of [H-P-S]. This
simpli"cation is straightforward, albeit tedious, and we omit the details.
28 SCOTT AHLGRENTHEOREM 5 (The Trace Formula). ‚et p be an odd prime, and let „(p)
denote the pth Hecke operator on S
6
(!
0
(4)). „hen
Tr„(p)"!3!3d(p)p2h(!p)! +
0:s:2Jp
s,p‘1 (.0$4)
F (x
p
(s), y
p
(s))
)+
f Dt
h ((s2!4p)/ f 2)
u((s2!4p)/ f 2) ) c(s, f ).
Here d (p) is as de,ned in (3.5), F (x
p
(s), y
p
(s)) is de,ned by (3.3) and (3.4), and, if
s2!4p"t2D as above, and f D t, then the integer c(s, f ) is de,ned as follows:
(1) Suppose that p,1 (mod4).
(i) If D is even, then
c (s, f ) :"G
0 if ord
2
f"ord
2
t,
3 if ord
2
f4ord
2
t!1.
(ii) If D,1 (mod8) (in this case we must have ord
2
t’1), then
c(s, f ) :"G
2 if ord
2
f"ord
2
t,
4 if ord
2
f"ord
2
t!1,
3 if ord
2
f4ord
2
t!2.
(iii) If D,5 (mod8), then
c(s, f ) :"G
0 if ord
2
f"ord
2
t,
2 if ord
2
f"ord
2
t!1,
3 if ord
2
f4ord
2
t!2.
(2) Suppose that p,3 (mod4). „hen congruence considerations show that
D is odd and that ord
2
t"1. Further, we have
(i) If D,1 (mod8) then
c(s, f ) :"G
4 if ord
2
f"0,
2 if ord
2
f"1.
(ii) If D,5 (mod8) then
c(s, f ) :"G
2 if ord
2
f"0,
0 if ord
2
f"1.
POINTS OF A CERTAIN FIVEFOLD 29In order to complete the proof of Theorem 1, it remains only to show for
each s with 0(s(2Jp and s,p#1 (mod4) that the coe$cients on
F(x
p
(s), y
p
(s)) in Theorems 4 and 5 are the same.
Recall that if * is a discriminant, then the Kronecker symbol (*/2) is
de"ned by
A
*
2B :"G
0 if 2 D*,
1 if *,1 (mod 8),
!1 if *,5 (mod 8).
The following lemma (see [Co, Corollary 7.28]) is required repeatedly.
LEMMA 4.1. ‚et O be an order of discriminant * in an imaginary quadratic
,eld, and let O@ be a suborder of index N. „hen
h (O@)
u (O@ )
"h (O )
u(O)
)N <
l DNl 13*.%
A1!A
*
lB
1
lB .
The remainder of the proof involves checking separately each of the cases
enumerated in Theorem 5; for brevity we shall illustrate only two of the cases
here. For simplicity, de"ne the function h* by
h*(d) :"h (d)
u(d)
.
Suppose, for example, that p,1 (mod 4) and that D,5 (mod8). Here we
have
!6H* A
s2!4p
4 B"!6 +
f Dt
03$2f403$2 t~1
h* A
s2!4p
4 f 2 B .(4.1)
Since D,5 (mod8), Lemma 4.1 gives
h* A
s2!4p
f 2 B"h* A
s2!4p
4 f 2 B )2 )A1!A
(t/2 f )2D
2 B )
1
2B"h* A
s2!4p
4 f 2 B
]G
3 if ord
2
f"ord
2
t!1,
2 if ord
2
f4ord
2
t!2.
30 SCOTT AHLGRENTogether with (4.1) this gives
!6H* A
s2!4p
4 B"!2 +
f Dt
03$2f/03$2 t~1
h* A
s2!4p
f 2 B
!3 +
f Dt
03$2f403$2 t~1
h* A
s2!4p
f 2 B .
Therefore, the formulae in Theorems 4 and 5 do agree in this case.
If p,3 (mod4) and s2!4p"t2D, then congruence considerations show
that D is odd and that t,2 (mod4). We consider in detail the case when
D,1 (mod8). We have
!6H* A
s2!4p
4 B"!6 +
f Dt
03$2f/0
h* A
s2!4p
4 f 2 B .(4.2)
Notice that
+
f Dt
03$2f/0
h* A
s2!4p
4 f 2 B" +
f Dt
03$2f/1
h* A
s2!4p
f 2 B .(4.3)
Moreover, Lemma 4.1, together with the fact that D,1 (mod8), shows that
if ord
2
f"0, then
h* A
s2!4p
f 2 B"h* A
s2!4p
4 f 2 B ) 2 )A1!A
(t/2 f )2D
2 B )
1
2B"h* A
s2!4p
4 f 2 B .
(4.4)
Using (4.2), (4.3), and (4.4), we see that
!6H* A
s2!4p
4 B"!4 +
f Dt
03$2f/0
h* A
s2!4p
f 2 B!2 +
f Dt
03$2f/1
h* A
s2!4p
f 2 B .
Again, this agrees with the Trace Formula.
The remaining cases follow in a similar fashion; in each case we "nd that
the two formulae agree. We conclude, therefore, that Theorem 1 is true.
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Proof of Corollary 1. It is known (see, for instance, Example 5.5 of [O]),
that if p
5
(n) denotes the sum of the "fth powers of the divisors of n, then we
have
2a(n)"r12 (n)
8
!p
5
(n) if n is odd.
So if p is an odd prime, then
a (p)"r12 (p)
16
!p5#1
2
.(5.1)
Corollary 1 now follows easily from Theorem 1. j
Proof of Corollary 2. The usual weight 6 Eisenstein series with respect to
the full modular group S‚
2
(Z) is given by
E
6
(z)"1!504 =+
n/1
p
5
(n)qn.
After twisting E
6
by the trivial character modulo 2 (see, for example, [K, Sect.
3.3]), we see that
E
6
(z) :" =+
n/1
p
5
(2n#1)q2n‘1
is a weight 6 modular form with respect to the congruence subgroup !
0
(4).
Let h (z) :"+
n|Z
qn2 be the usual theta function. Using a standard criterion of
Gordon, Hughes, and Newman (see, e.g. [G-H]), it is easily veri"ed that the
function g9 (8z)h3(z) is a weight 6 modular form on the congruence subgroup
!
0
(64).
We claim that the following congruence holds:
g12 (2z),E
6
(z)#256g9 (8z)h3(z) (mod512).(5.2)
By a theorem of Sturm [St, Theorem 1] we know that this congruence holds if
and only if it holds for the "rst 49 terms. After checking these terms, we
conclude that the congruence is indeed true.
Notice that h (z),1 (mod2) and that the Fourier expansion of g9 (8z) is
supported on exponents which are congruent to 3 modulo 8. Corollary 2 now
follows easily from Theorem 1 and (5.2). j
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4
(z) :"1#240 +=
n/1
p
3
(n)qn be the usual
weight 4 Eisenstein series. Notice that E
4
(z)g4 (6z) is a weight 6 modular form
with respect to !
0
(36), and that E
4
(z),1 (mod3). We may therefore use
Sturm’s theorem to check that the following congruence is true:
g12(2z),E
4
(z)g4(6z),g4(6z) (mod3).(5.3)
Write g4 (6z) :"+=
n/1
b(n)qn. By work of Serre [Se] it is known that g4(6z) is
a CM form arising from the "eld Q(J!3); therefore we have b (p)"0
if p,2 (mod3). Further, Serre’s work shows that b(p),2 (mod3) if
p,1 (mod3). These observations combined with (5.3) and Theorem 1 yield
Corollary 3. j
Proof of Corollary 4. Recall that if r
12
(n) denotes the number of repres-
entations of n as a sum of twelve squares, then we have +=
n/0
r
12
(n)qn"
h12(z). Now
h12(z)"A+
n|Z
qn2B
12,+
n|Z
q11n2 +
n|Z
qn2 (mod11).
It follows for pO11 that
r
12
(p),G
4 (mod11) if p has a representation
of the form p"x2#11y2,
0 (mod11) if p has no such representation.
(5.4)
Suppose, for example, that (p/11)"!1. Then we have r
12
(p),0 (mod11)
and p5,!1 (mod11). Corollary 4 follows easily in this case from Corollary
1. The case when (p/11)"1 follows similarly; one must separate the case
when p has a representation of the form p"x2#11y2 from the case when
p has no such representation. j
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